MEDIA GUIDE 2020

SOUTHERN FIT & GREEN MAGAZINE
SALTED WITH SNARK, PEPPERED WITH SARCASM
SFG DIGITAL MAGAZINE & THE SOUTHERN
FIT AND GREEN SITE OFFER YOU THE
OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE YOUR COMPANY’S
INFO & OFFERINGS WITH OUR ENGAGED
READERS, A CAPTIVE AUDIENCE—
ESPECIALLY CAPTIVE RIGHT NOW—
IN TARGETED ADVERTISING.
Unlike the subscribers of most fitness or health
magazines, our readers cover a vast age range: from
working millennials to active seniors.
They are single adults, couples, families, and older
adults. They range from fitness and adventure
enthusiasts to people who would ride a Roomba if
they could make themselves pet-sized.
They all want health and wellness; they just don’t
want to suffer to get there or be harassed about the
ways they’re not cutting it.
What joins us is the certainty that life is meant to
be savored. Food is meant to nourish and bring
pleasure. Movement is intended to bring joy and
connection—to ourselves, to nature, and to each
other. Finally, no matter what, there is always time for
a laugh or two.

SOME OF OUR TOPICS
Family-Oriented Destinations
Meal Delivery & Organic Nutrition
Medical, Health, and Wellness
Summer Camps for Kids
Healthy Eating & Nutrition
Wellness by Design

Active Lifestyle Gear

Summer Fitness for Adults

In essence, there is one
quality our readers share:
Either they are Southern,
or they are drawn to the
distinctly Southern
approach to food, fitness,
adventure, and wellness.
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Banner
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Spotlight Square
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Cost dependent on package

“Laugh as much as possible,
always laugh. It’s the sweetest
thing one can do for oneself &
one’s fellow human beings.”
—Maya Angelou

WHAT WE GOT GOIN’ ON
Fun Kinds of Fitness
From Beast Mode to Stretchers

Adventure Travel
Kindling for Sexy Fires

"Hard times require

Plans for Kids & Their Adults
I Forgot What I Did Last Summer

Pack the Kids
Making Memory Magic

Each of us is proof."

Going Into the Green Light
Organic is Latin for Expensive

Gyms & Programs
I Can’t Do This %~# Alone

Newtrition
Julia’s Children, For Butter or Wurst

Competitions & Events
Play, Even if You Can’t Win

Cool Gear & Staying Hot
Get Smelly in the Best

Dining Out & Delivery
Cooking Isn’t for Everyone

Legit Wellness
White-Coated Knights

Staying Home Doesn’t Suck
Family Fun, Sarcasm Not Included

furious dancing.
—Alice Walker

"It's life. You don't
figure it out. You
just climb up on the
beast and ride."
—Rebecca Wells

EAT,
PLAY,
LAUGH

Those three words—eat, play, laugh—sum up our core
philosophy.
Fitness is too often a humorless endeavor: an already
overworked, overstressed person managing to fit in gym
time or feeling guilty. People are just so busy. Everywhere.
All. The. Time.
And, sure, we are busy in the South too, but we are going
to find a way to squeeze some fun out of what we are
doing. We will figure out how to bring in the family, friends,
and connections to sustain us.
Not least of all, Southerners love food. Seriously, we LOVE
food. Organic, healthy food is expensive and complicated.
Not to mention, our kids are expected to hate it. But, organic
and healthy food can be fun, affordable, and yummy.
In short, we won't be shaming people for eating. We focus
on how some foods nourish their bodies in ways that our
readers deserve, with those nutrients delivered in ways
that allow them to still fully enjoy their mealtimes.

“You can get all A’s
and still flunk life.”
—Walker Percy

THE JOY OF THE IMPERFECT
If there is one thing Southerners have done
perfectly, it's being imperfect. And being fine with
that (usually).
Regardless, you won't ever find our magazine
sharing the best ways to get that 8-pack or how
to finally achieve a thigh-gap. We will never offer
advice on achieving the perfect swimsuit body or
do/be the perfect anything at all, because we—
in every possible way—don’t have time for that
absolute nonsense, and neither do our readers.
Though our default mode for columns often slides
toward sarcasm, we are sincere in our sarcasm.
We know we need to exercise, get plenty of rest
and relaxation, and eat healthy food, and that we
apparently need to do all of those things on a
frustratingly regular basis. We're here to restructure
those thoughts with some humor because that
makes it all go down a little easier.

BODY POSITIVITY
FOR HEALTH & WELLNESS
Messages of body positivity are focused around health
and wellness. This tone is not just about keeping the
readers coming back for information on active living,
healthy dining, travel, and fitness.
These messages are ones we embrace. We are focused
on keeping the food satisfying and the movement
enjoyable. There’s no drudgery and no punishment.
Instead of lecturing people who are struggling to find a
life/work balance and achieve proper nutrition, rest, and
exercise, we are commiserating. We’re in the dirt with them
when it gets hard, and we are letting them know it’s okay
when times get tough because we are in this together.

“I can, with one eye squinted,
take it all as a blessing.”
— Flannery O’Connor

“Nobody can be exactly like me.
Sometimes even I have trouble doing it.”
—Tallulah Bankhead

To advertise with SFG and learn more about our audience, contact sales@southernfitandgreen.com
Send your story ideas to the Editor-in-Chief at BadBoss@southernfitandgreen.com
Send your artwork to our Creative Director at SheDoesItAll@southernfitandgreen.com
Subscribe for free by sending your dets (email & first name) to gimme-dat-good-stuff@southernfitandgreen.com

